
 

TRANSITION INTO TOMORROW (Declaration) 

The history develops man personally, mentally and spiritually, discovering and creating higher and 

higher mental states.  

Man is developed always regardless he note or does not note own development. But when he is 

developed consciously and deliberately his developments is faster and more effective.  

Today already tens of millions of spiritual vanguard of humankind reach in own development the 

level when they transit from unaware development to the deliberate and hence more effective 

development.  

This is why establishing the new priorities in private life, in social life and in international 

relationships are becoming actual task of humankind. In all these spheres the main accent must be 

putted on development.  

In individual life a development has to replace richness, fame, and power in the role of main value.  

States have to be reorganized in such a way that they provided best conditions for personal 

development to each of their members. This type of social organisation may be named 

"Conscienism" (from Latin conscientia, conscience) or "Caritasism" (from Latin caritas, love, care). 

Relationships between states have to be reorganized in such a way that more developed states help 

less developed ones to develop. Helping other to develop him is the only favourable act and the only 

gift of active love. Moreover, help to develop is a love itself. 

In all these three levels the advantages of both individual egoism and group egoism have to be re-

evaluated: real personal advantage is not reachable through harming others. Love is not fictional 

idea this in an imperative of future human society: we have no other choice but to love one other. 

We declare as our goal the smooth transition of the paradigms, which exist today on the levels of 

individual, of society, and of world as a whole, to the future paradigms of love and development.  

To advance to this goal we are united into International Movement INTO TOMORROW. The main 

idea of this union is joining our resources for fastest reach of our common goal. Together we are 

stronger and our voices are louder.   


